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Talk 3: 9 Dec 2022 (Friday) 

 

Photodynamic Therapy – Principle, Applications and Challenges  
Prof. Kee Pui Dennis Ng 

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is an innovative treatment modality for some localised and 

superficial cancers, as well as certain non-cancerous conditions. The treatment involves the 

combined action of three individually non-toxic components, namely a photosensitive drug, 

light of an appropriate wavelength and the endogenous oxygen to generate reactive oxygen 

species that can damage the cancer cells and tumour tissues. In this talk, the basic principle 

and current status of PDT will be introduced, including the challenges and the different 

strategies to tackle these problems. 
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Photocatalytic Air Purification 
Prof. Chai Mei Jimmy Yu 

Demand for air purifiers has been high since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Most air 

purifiers are simple filtration systems designed for collecting airborne particles including 

pathogens. While effective in reducing the airborne transmission of COVID-19, this filtration 

approach is just “pollution transfer”. The final disposal of all these used filters is a potential 

environmental and health hazard. The more advanced air cleaners usually add a UV-C lamp to 

control the pathogens. Since a UV source is already there, it would be a good idea to go one 

step further for photocatalytic air purification. The basic principle and the advantages of doing 

so will be discussed in this talk. 
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Innovative Catalysis: 4 Nobel Prizes in Chemistry within 20 Years  
Prof. Fuk Yee Michael Kwong 

Science is often full of imagination. In view of genuine benefit of mankind, it is our dream to 
make every chemical process of delivering desirable products in a speedy way. In fact, 
traditional molecular assembly is usually tedious and requires a number of synthetic steps. To 
tackle this problem in a sustainable way, catalysis is the rule of thumb choice. The outcome of 
these inventions should allow us having atom economy and realizing energy saving. The 2001 
Nobel Laureates in Chemistry demonstrated ever efficient protocols for attaining chiral 
molecules which are highly useful in pharmaceutical sciences. The 2005 and 2010 Nobel 
Laureates in Chemistry established transition metal-catalyzed methods for olefin metathesis 
(chemical bond rearrangement) and aromatic bond construction, respectively. Very recently, 
the Nobel Laureates in Chemistry in 2021 displayed the speeding up of chemical 
transformation even without precious transition metals. These extraordinary important 
research outcomes had been highly recognized by Nobel prizes within the last 20 years. The 
significance of these frontier catalysis sciences will be discussed in a layman language.  
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